Distinct temporal activity patterns in the rat M1 and red nucleus during skilled versus unskilled limb movement.
The mammalian motor system contains multiple interconnected supraspinal networks, but little is known about their relative roles in producing different movements and behaviors, particularly given their apparently fused activity in primates. We tested whether the task context, as well as using a phylogenetically older mammal, rats, could distinguish the separate contributions of these networks. We obtained simultaneous multi-single neuron recordings from the forelimb motor cortex and magnocellular red nucleus as rats performed two contextually different, but kinematically similar, forelimb reach-like tasks: highly learned, skilled reaching for food through a narrow slot, a task requiring extensive training, versus the swing phases of treadmill locomotion. In both the M1 and the mRN, large subpopulations of neurons peaked in their spike firing rates near the onset and the end of the swing phase during treadmill locomotion. In contrast, neural subgroups in the two areas displayed different temporal sequences of activity during the skilled reaching task. In the mRN, the majority of task-modulated neurons peaked in their firing rate in the middle of the reach when the rat was preparing to project the arm through the slot, whereas large subgroups of M1 neurons displayed elevated firing rates during the initial and terminal phases of the reach. These results suggest that motor-behavioral context can alter the degree of overlapping activity in different supraspinal sensorimotor networks. Moreover, results for the skilled reaching task in rats may have highlighted a distinct processing role of the rubral complex: adapting natural muscle synergies across joints and limbs to novel task demands, in concert with cortically based learning.